This year marks the 50th anniversary for REPCO Associates, a manufacturers’ representative located in Illinois. Started by three ambitious salesmen taking a chance, and based on a foundation of providing top-notch sales and service within the plumbing industry. It paid off, and the tradition continues, with the company now owned by Brian Mozocchi who runs it like family. Read its story of success, starting on page 64.

Robertson Heating Supply Opens New Branch

Robertson Heating Supply recently opened a new branch location in Fort Wayne, Indiana, where it will provide HVAC and plumbing equipment and supplies to contractors in Allen County and the surrounding area.

Fort Wayne becomes Robertson’s 31st branch and its first location in the state of Indiana. The branch will be housed in a 23,000-square-foot facility located at 3009 Cannongate Dr, Fort Wayne, Indiana. It opened July 1 and will have an open house July 18.

“We are proud of this expansion into Indiana and looking forward to building relationships in the market. Our team is excited to provide the material, resources and services our customers have come to rely on,” said Robertson Heating Supply President Scott Robertson.

Family owned and operated, Robertson Heating Supply continues to partner with the industry’s top brands and vendors while providing a first-rate team, state-of-the-art technology and value-added services.
Trend Alert: Big Style in The Bath

Bold colors, finishes and shapes bring glamour and interest to the bathroom.

Black Goes Bold
Nothing grabs attention like a high-contrast color scheme. Be it black, saturated or in a more subdued form of charcoal, black is a striking finish for the bathroom that is elegant and contemporary.

Today's most thoughtful looks embrace the use of space, color and shapes to create a modern environment that is dramatic and sophisticated.

Curved to Perfection
Circles are a classic design element that transitions easily between traditional and modern décors and adds a sense of softness and ease. Grandeur Hardware incorporates this timeless appeal into its Circulaire Collection of graceful knobs and rosettes. Crafted from premium forged brass, the collection features a delicate profile with smooth curves at the base and a lid shape that mirrors a coordinating vanity. The Circulaire Collection is available in satin nickel, polished nickel, polished chrome and tumbled bronze.

Circulaire Collection from Grandeur Hardware

Infinite Drama
Infinite Drama brings dramatic style to the bathroom with its new Infinity wall-mount faucet — it runs along the side of the mirror before putting away from the wall to create a mesmerizing waterfall effect. The faucet is available in polished nickel, polished chrome and satin nickel finishes.

For more information about these luxurious brands, visit their respective websites at:

BainUltra www.bainultra.com
The Furniture Guild www.thefurnitureguild.com
Grandeur Hardware www.grandeurhardware.com
Isenberg www.isenbergfaucets.com
MTI Baths www.mti-baths.com

The pièce de résistance for MTI Baths is the Ego vanity sink, which is designed with a sleek, contemporary design that is both functional and stylish.